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By Mrs. Gray of Framingham (by request), petition of Edward S.
Kane for legislation to establish safety standards for new and
demonstrator motor vehicles. Public Safety.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Nine,

An Act to establish safety standards for new and demonstra-
tor MOTOR VEHICLES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 7K of Chapter 90 as appearing in the 1986
2 Official Edition is amended by adding the following new
3 section:
4 Section 7k Vi- Prior to the sale of any new or demonstrator
5 motor vehicles, including automobiles, passenger trucks,
6 passenger vans, and commercial vans, the purchaser will sign a
7 form stating that the purchaser has been informed by the seller
8 of the safety devices in the vehicle and the crash worthiness of
9 the vehicle being purchased from the seller. The statistics of crash

10 worthiness of the vehicle as published by the National Trans-
it portation Safety Council will be provided to the automobile
12 dealers by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
13 Failure of a dealer to comply will result in a fine to the dealer
14 of 50 dollars per each occurrence. The purchaser shall have the
15 right to negate the sale of the vehicle with no monetary penalty,
16 until one of the following two conditions are met:
17 1. The purchaser signs the above mentioned agreement.
18 2. The purchaser takes delivery of the vehicle.
19 The fine will be used to cover any expenses in administering
20 the above mentioned program and all excess monies will go into
21 the pool for rebate on insurance for safety devices.

1 SECTION 2. Require that all new and demonstrator vehicles,
2 including passenger vehicles, passenger trucks, passenger vans and
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3 commercial vans, purchased in the Commonwealth of Massachu-
-4 setts or purchased elsewhere to be registered in the Common-
-5 wealth of Massachusetts starting Jan. 1, 1991, have 5 mile per hour
6 bumpers in the front and rear.
7 Penalty to automobile manufacturers who sell automobiles in
8 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts after Jan. 1, 1991, who do
9 not comply with the 5 MPH bumper standard, shall be fined one

10 thousand dollars per automobile. The fine will be used to cover
11 any expenses in administering the above mentioned program and
12 all excess monies will go into the pool for rebate on insurance
13 for safety devices.

1 SECTION 3. Require that all new and demonstrator vehicles,
2 including passenger vehicles, passenger trucks, passenger vans and
3 commercial vans, purchased in the Commonwealth of Massachu-
-4 setts or purchased elsewhere to be registerd in the Commonwealth
5 of Massachusetts starting Jan. 1, 1993 have air bags installed.
6 Penalty to automobile manufacturers who sell automobiles in
7 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts after Jan. 1, 1993, who do
8 not comply with the air bags law, shall be fined three thousand
9 dollars per automobile. The fine will be used to cover any expenses

10 in administering the above mentioned program and all excess
11 monies will go into the pool for rebate on insurance for safety
12 devices.

1 SECTION 4. Require that all new and demonstrator vehicles,
2 including passenger vehicles, passenger trucks, passenger vans and
3 commercial vans, purchased in the Commonwealth of Massachu-
-4 setts or purchased elsewhere to be registered in the Comtnon-
-5 wealth of Massachusetts starting Jan. 1, 1996 be able to pass a
6 25 mile per hour crash test with no serious injuries to the driver
7 or passenger.

1 SECTION 5. Require that as part of the drivers tests all
2 applicants attend a seminar on auto safety. This seminar will
3 include education on use of seat belts, on drinking and driving,
4 on drugs and driving, and general courtesy and safety on the
5 roads.
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1 SECTION 6. To institute a system of discounts on collision
2 insurance for consumers who purchase approved safety devices
3 for all new and demonstrator vehicles, including passenger
4 vehicles, passenger trucks, passenger vans and commercial vans,
5 purchased in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts or purchased
6 elsewhere to be registered in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
7 starting Jan. 1, 1990.
8 During the first years that an approved safety device is
9 manufactured the discount could be up to 10 percent and as

10 market penetration of the device increases the discount will
»11 approach zero percent. When 75 percent of all new covered
12 vehicles purchased have the device installed, the discount is then
13 0 percent. The insurance commissioner will have the authority to
14 update and maintain the following list. The money for the
15 discount will come from the revenues collected from the penalties
16 in this bill and from the decrease in insurance risk that these safety
17 devices bring.

1 SECTION 7. Require that all cities and towns in the
2 Commonwealth of Massachusetts in calendar year 1990 come up
3 with a proposal that would increase the safety to two of the top
4 ten worst intersections in the city or town.
5 This proposal would be required to be implemented by the year
6 1992. This procedure will be required to be repeated until all of
7 the current top ten worst intersections have been rehabilitated. This
8 should occur on or before Jan. 1, 1993.

1 SECTION 8. Require that all new and demonstrator vehicles,
2 including passenger vehicles, passenger trucks, passenger vans and
3 commercial vans, purchased in the Commonwealth of Massachu-
-4 setts or purchased elsewhere to be registered in the Common-
-5 wealth of Massachusetts starting Jan. 1, 1992 have a 80 mile per
6 hour maximum on the speedometer.
7 Penalty to automobile manufacturers who sell automobiles in

J 8 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts after Jan. I, 1992, who do
9 not meet the required 80 mile per hour speedometer rule, shall

10 be fined one hundred dollars per automobile. The fine will be used
H to cover any expenses in administering the above mentioned
■2 program and all excess monies will go into the pool for rebate
13 on insurance for safety devices.
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